Former All-American selected for Board

By Sue Hall
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

W. Victor Rouze of Evanston, an All-America basketball star at Loyola in the 1960s, was named Wednesday to the SIU Board of Trustees.

At 28, Rouze becomes the youngest trustee. He is the second black to have been named to the board by Gov. Richard B. Ogilvie.

Gov. Ogilvie also announced the appointments of nine members of the Board of Governors of state colleges and universities.

Rouze replaces Edwin C. Berry, a black businessman from Chicago, who resigned from the Board earlier this year because of pressure from other commitments.

The former basketball star was appointed to a term expiring in January, 1977. He is the founder and president of W.V. Rouze and Associates, Inc., a Chicago management consulting firm specializing in minority employment and employee motivation programs.

Rouze said Wednesday his firm worked with primarily white-owned agencies and corporations to improve job opportunities for minority groups and served as consultant to black operating small businesses.

Board chairman Harold R. Fischer of Granite City said he was pleased to have another Chicago area resident on the Board. Although I don't think the pleasure of meeting Mr. Rouze, I wasn't surprised at all, he added.

Replacement. More than 6,500 SIU students are from Chicago and Cook County.

Fischer said.

Rouze received a political science degree from Loyola University of Chicago and a master's degree from the University Institute of Scientific and Industrial Relations Loyola branch.

A member of Loyola's championship NCAA basketball team in 1965, he was named to the school's basketball hall of fame and was an All-American in 1966.

Rouze said his interest in SIU is broad, but education is his prime interest.

"I want to help the University be the kind of university it wants to be," he said.

He said he has no particular issues he wishes to pursue at SIU present.

"My initial objective is to find out what's going on," he said Rouze plans to come to SIU as soon as his appointment is ratified by the Illinois Senate to talk to students, trustees and administrators and to get to know the University.

In my business, I've often found that what are many times perceived as problems, are not really problems at all," he added.

His relatively young age won't be a problem, Rouze said.

"I have experience with this in the past and I think that age has little to do with it," he said. "I won't let it be a problem for anyone else either."

Rouze said he has an interest in SIU's athletic programs and hopes to see it become stronger.

As a black, Rouze said, he has a special interest in seeing minority students on campus and what their interests and goals are.

"I am not a token," he said Rouze. "It's too bad there's only one black Board member, but I have an experience that doesn't take more than once if that one person is effective in his job."

Rouze also serves on the board of directors of Minority Consultants and Urbanologists, a professional association. Prior to forming his own firm in 1969, he worked as an executive for Kemper Insurance, Sears Roebuck and Inland Steel. While at Inland he was a member of the labor relations team.

Newly appointed members of the Board of Governors are Jeffrey R. Laid, Crystall Lake; Peter Lardiern Rock Island; and Mrs. Walter Lobman Springfield.

Lomestone demonstration

A "rally" of students gathered outside Pulliam Hall for the Student Mobilization Committee's strike Wednesday. The article about the poorly attended demonstration is on page 10. (Photo by John Lopatto)

Four posts in judicial system approved

By Richard Loomes
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Tentative agreement was reached Wednesday on four of the structures of the new judicial system which would be created by the Community Conduct Code.

The ad hoc committee of the University Senate, which wrote the code and now is studying the judicial question, approved the formation of a Community Conduct Review Board (CCRB), the post of hearing officer, the post of a University advocate and the post of University defender.

Although the four proposals were approved by the committee, the language involved in each proposal may not be final. Revisions might be made by the committee, the University Senate or the president.

(Continued on page 15)

IBHE official says SIU will reveal priorities

By Check Huschcraft
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

An Illinois Board of Higher Education (IBHE) official said Wednesday that certain SIU officials have agreed to identify what they consider to be SIU's low priority programs.

Steve Sample, the deputy director of programs for the IBHE, said in a telephone interview that he has not received a notice from any SIU administrator saying that "such and such to the contrary will happen."

Sample said one of the concerns is the idea that the IBHE request program priority listings from state universities, community and junior colleges. The request has come to be known, unofficially as "the Sample Memorandum."

Sample said a report released Tuesday from IBHE Executive Director James B. Holdeman, fairly and accurately reflected the situation between the IBHE and the systems mentioned in the report.

According to the report, the Board of Regents, SIU the University of Illinois and the Junior College Board agreed to answer the IBHE's request. However, the Board of Governors said it could not identify its systems low priority programs before late spring or early summer, 1972. The report said.

The report also said that two SIU officials—the chairman of the SIU Board of Trustees and the University chief of staff—had assured the IBHE that the University's institutional officers were working with the IBHE to identify what has been determined to be SIU's lower priority programs.

"That is certainly our understanding," Sample said. "The English seems to be clear that they will identify their lower priority programs."

Deadline set for campaign statements

The Daily Egyptian will publish campaign statements by Student Senate candidates in the Wednesday, Nov. 18 issue.

The deadline for candidates to submit their statements is 1 p.m. Monday, Nov. 8. Statements are to be no longer than 10 type-written, double spaced pages with a maximum of 100 word character lines—about 50 words—and each must be signed by the candidate and present for the candidate in person at the Daily Egyptian newsroom, Room 108, Tuesday, Nov. 8.

The Daily Egyptian reserves the right to edit the statements to conform to length requirements, typeface, style and good taste.

Information accompanying each statement must include the candidate's local address and telephone number, current college, major and academic classification.
Buster Keaton in 'Easy Go' tops WSU-TV late movie

Thursday afternoon and evening programs are shown at 8 p.m. on WSU-TV. This week's film features Buster Keaton in the title role of "Easy Go," directed by Edward F. Cline. The film is a comedy of errors, set in the city of Mendota, Illinois. The story revolves around the attempts of a local grocer to build a new store. Keaton is hindered by his own ineptitude and the interference of a group of crooked business associates. The comedy is enhanced by Keaton's acrobatic talent and his ability to create amusing situations out of the most mundane of circumstances.

Lloyd's 'International' visits Convocation

Campus Crusade for Christ pancake breakfast. 9 a.m., Student Center Room D.
Presbyterian Episcopalian Service. 9:30 a.m., Lawrence 121.
Christian Science Organization meeting. 5 p.m., Wesley Foundation Room A.

New York City explosion

A bomb explosion in a New York City building has killed at least 10 people and injured over 50 others. The explosion occurred near the Times Square area, causing widespread panic and evacuation of buildings. The cause of the explosion is under investigation, and the incident has raised concerns about potential terrorist threats.

Rehnquist testifies before Senate

Wiringtap limited by Constitution

The Supreme Court's decision to limit the use of electronic surveillance in criminal investigations has sparked debate. While some applaud the decision as a safeguard against overreach, others argue it undermines law enforcement's ability to protect public safety.

Non-academic Employees Council discusses medical insurance plan

The discussion at the Non-academic Employees Council meeting centered on the medical insurance plan provided to employees. The council raised concerns about the coverage and cost, and sought clarification from university representatives.

Non-salary implications

The implications of the Supreme Court's decision to limit the use of financial surveillance in criminal investigations have been far-reaching. The decision has been cited as a potential setback for crime prevention efforts, as it limits the tools available to law enforcement.

Indian reservations rich

The Navajo reservation is one of the richest in the United States, with significant mineral and oil deposits. The reservation is home to a diverse population, and its cultural heritage is preserved through various educational and community programs.
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Samuel Beckett with a background in the oil industry.
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ISU solves teacher problem
Illinois State University has begun a statewide survey to find out what to do with the growing surplus of school teachers.

The eight-question survey will be

Asian ambassador to speak on panel
A.R. Zahi, acting Pakistan ambassador to the United States, will participate in a panel discussion of the "1986 U.S.-Pakistan Cultural Relations Program" on Monday, Nov. 11, in Morris Library.

The panel discussion, sponsored by the Indo-American Friendship Association, is the third in a series of meetings to quarterly concern foreign affairs.

The moderator will be John E. Kingsley, chairman of the Department of Higher Education.

Further information can be obtained by contacting C. Kumararam at 630-751.

Iowa town elects
19-year-old mayor
Ayrshire, Iowa, has elected 19-year-old Jack Smith mayor-elect of this tiny northwest Iowa town.

Smith, who graduated in June from Hinton High School and attended a vocational technical school, defeated four-time Mayor Elmer Swanson by losing 48 votes Tuesday.

"There's only one between nine and 12 votes," Smith said. "And you can never count on having to win by that much in the town." Smith said Wednesday morning that he was "very gratified" with the results.

Smith, who has never run for office before, said he hoped to make the town "an example of success" for the rest of the country.

Smith said he planned to run a campaign that was "different" from the one he had in mind.

The Iowa Journal and his campaign and he said the election was "a total success" that indicated most voters were ready.

Mayor seeks renewal of advisory council
After more than three hours of discussion before the Carbondale City Council Tuesday night, Mayor米尔・尼尔森和项目区的利学会顾问委员会的成员们达成了一致意见。

The advisory council, which has been meeting monthly since its formation in June 1992, was reappointed Tuesday night.

The council, made up of five members, serves as a liaison between the city and its residents.

The council's primary role is to provide input on city matters to the mayor and city council.

The council's next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, Nov. 11, at 7 p.m. in the City Council chamber.

The council is seeking new members to join the existing members.

Interested residents are encouraged to attend the meeting and learn more about the council's role.

Mayor Rhodes said the council has been successful in providing input on city matters to the mayor and city council.

The council is seeking new members to join the existing members.

Interested residents are encouraged to attend the meeting and learn more about the council's role.

If you are interested in joining the council, please contact the City of Carbondale at 687-2800.
The true story of the loss in the U. N.

By Arthur Hapke

The inside story of why the U. S. lost the critical vote in the U. N. on the admission of China can now be told: The key to the struggle, which may well shape history for generations to come, was Ambassador Ahmed Hilmy Didi of the Maldives Islands.

Now the Maldives are a group of coral atolls 26 feet high in the middle of the Indian Ocean 400 miles from anywhere. They have a population of 100,000 at last count, one Sultani, numerous palm trees, lots of fish and ideal weather.

In 1947 they achieved their independence and were admitted to the U. N. as its smallest member. In the fall of 1966, Ambassador Didi, a relative of the Sultan, arrived in New York to attend the regular meeting of the U. N. General Assembly. That much is known.

The following June, the General Assembly held an emergency session on the Middle East. Being in New York and being an ace newsmen, I naturally went to call on Ambassador Didi to see how the Maldives would vote. I'm glad I did.

The U. N. Directory gave the address of the Maldives Embassy. The Agency for Gastarian Philatelic Society, Pennsylvania Building, a shoddy structure in a seamy district seen on the West Side.

There was no Maldives Philatelic Agency listed in the lobby. But there was a wholesale postage stamp firm on the 24th floor. A nice, blonde lady there said I was in the right place, but the Maldives had moved to the Maldives six months ago.

"You see," she explained, "we've been whackoers for Maldives stamps for years. So when the Ambassador arrived last September he rented a hotel room very near this as a mail address and hired me to type for him. But he didn't have much work to do. He only needed a few hours a week.

"I don't think he liked New York much," she said thoughtfully. "He went out of his way to near his friends, even on nice days.

"And that, of course, as I can determine, was the last anybody ever heard of Ambassador Didi—until just before the critical vote when the Wall Street Journal published a report that the U. S. had offered to pay his way back to New York 'in exchange for a friendly vote' on the China issue.

What a triumphal scene! In the nick of time, Ambassador Didi dashes down the aisle "The Maldives voice is a voice for peppers, are you crazy?" and jump on the bandwagon instead of abstaining. U. S. prestige is saved Assyria.

The innocent bystander

But, of course, it didn't happen. Ambassador Didi, despite who knows what pressure, never showed up. I like to think our CIA agent planted the palm tree on the lovely island of Pua Mufiki, fishing.

"Here's two round-trip tickets: first-class, for you and the Mikesen," says our agent, "plus a mile at the Waldorf, 14 meal tickets and two on the aisle for Jesus Christ, Superstar. Have a nice time in New York.

"New York?" says Mr. Didi. "Are you out of your coconut?"

"Look here, Didi," says our agent. "If you don't get packing for New York it could mean a serious blow to U. S. prestige and possibly the end of Western civilization.

"That does include New York?" asks Mr. Didi, plucking a papaya from the lowest tree. And our agent, after thinking this over, defects.

Actually, being an ace newsmen, I tried to telephone the Maldives to check out the story from that end. But the Overseas Operator informs me that if they have a phone, it is, as it should be, unlisted.
Letters to the editor

Inherited hatred

To the Daily Egyptian:

As one who saw racism first hand in apartheid South Africa I can understand the situation of the Jews in Russia. In both cases prejudice and the demanding of rights is impossible. 150,000 political prisoners languish in South African jails and more than that in Soviet Labor camps. Whereas, however, apartheid enshrines racism in its National Constitution, Russia forbids it. What World Jewry lacks of the totalitarian regime in Russia is that they live up to the laws of their own country, that discrimination against Jews in jobs, schools, housing, ease; that anti-Semitism in the press, radio and TV is a labeled and that those Jews who wish to leave and be reunited with their families abroad be permitted to do so.

Anti-Semitism in Russia has had a long and bloody history stemming from the Romanov dynasty and the Russian nationalism. It is of extraordinary note, however, that in Russia, the anti-Semitic movement of the current period is not only the result of historical anti-Semitism but of a cult of anti-Semitism that is taking on a cult-like character.

Jeanne Cochran
Senior, Cinema and photography

Senators exist

To the Daily Egyptian:

Being a westside nondorm senator, it is impossible for me to go out and meet all my constituents.

So I give my constituents an opportunity to come use I have office hours, to which no one's ever come. Also, the WSDN senators decided to have an open meeting for their constituency Wednesday, Oct 27, which was publicized in the Daily Egyptian (but it could've been missed) and nobody came.

My intention is not to ridicule you, but to show you that opportunities exist to speak to your senators. I don't pretend to know all of your problems or what you consider important so I'm asking you to tell me. The senate is nothing unless it has your backing.

Rabbi Vinecourt
Hillel Foundation

Opinion

Daily Egyptian

War of idols

To the Daily Egyptian:

This is written in response to Mr. Allen Lander's article which appeared in the Daily Egyptian on October 2nd. I believe that Mr. Lander's article was a meaningful contribution to the discussion of anti-Semitism in the Jewish community. It is clear that the issue of anti-Semitism is a major concern in the Jewish community, and Mr. Lander's article helped to bring attention to this important issue.

The article also highlights the need for greater understanding and empathy towards those who are affected by anti-Semitism. It is important that we work towards creating a more inclusive and accepting society that values diversity and respects the rights of all individuals.

I appreciate the efforts of Mr. Lander and those who have contributed to this discussion. Together, we can work towards building a more just and equitable world.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Frank H. Graff Jr.
SIU Civil Service Employee

Daily Egyptian

Museum coverage

To the Daily Egyptian:

Thank you for your coverage of the Museum of the University of Illinois. I am pleased to be able to provide additional information about the museum.

The Museum of the University of Illinois is located in the Laboratory and Storage Building on McCaffery Field. The museum is open to the public on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays from 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM. The museum features a permanent collection of artifacts and objects from around the world, and is dedicated to the study of human culture and history.

I would like to extend an invitation to all visitors to join us at the museum. The museum is a valuable resource for anyone interested in learning more about the world and its diverse cultures.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Frank H. Graff Jr.
Director, University Museum

References and footnotes


Election of representatives
main topic of GSC meeting

The election of representatives will be the main topic of Thursday's General Student Council meeting. The meeting is scheduled for 4 p.m. at Whisen Hall.

At the present time, Jilly Holman, captain, Marvin Manuel Colony, assistant captain, Mike Miller, batboy, Gary Maran, photographer, and Jeff Saint, occupational education are conditionally elected. Nominations for all positions will remain open until the election. Any graduate student with a petition signed by 30 graduate students will be considered a nominee.

The meeting will also be the immediate election of office. They will represent the GSC at Friday's meeting of the Graduate Student Council. Holman previously has been a member of the council.

In other action, the GSC is expected to begin to appoint members to the committees with which the council is involved. Amendments might be made to the standing committees of the council. Selection of graduate students to the Cross Prevention Committee and the Birthing Center would be considered.

World Community Day celebration

hopes to ‘Build a New Earth’

"Build a New Earth," is the theme for the World Community Day celebration, which will be held at 9:30 a.m. Friday at St. Andrew's Episcopal Church, 668 W. Mill St.

The celebration culminates a year-long effort to "build a new earth." Mrs. Hockman said.

By University News Services

In case you don't already know, it is one of the smallest and yet the newest buildings on campus. This information booth located near the parking lot north of Anthony Hall is operated by the students.

The information booth provides visitors with information concerning the campus. It is staffed by a graduate student in the student services office. The students are supervised by Oliver Carson, a graduate student in the student services office.
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Gardiner speaks to SMC

Pentagon Papers appraised

By Barry Cleveland

Dean Justice defends programming policy

By Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

House rejects welfare residency bill

C. Harvey Gardiner, research professor at SIU, was the main speaker at a Thursday morning session at the Student Mobilization Committee's strike day Wednesday. This audience included approximately 20 people. The meeting was open to the public.

Problems plaguing the SMC were discussed during this session. According to J. Andrew Smith, assistant professor of mass communications, the SMC met on a weekly basis, but balances were not maintained.

According to Gardiner, there was one specific segment of government to which he was not given access, but was interested in keeping this a secret from the other segments of the government. The writer was forbidden to interview the decision makers.

Some government officials had the idea that this should be finished. Gardiner makes his position clear in his writing on the topic. He believes the papers should not be made public.

Dean Justice defended the programming policy which the Student Government Activities Council members Monday had called "unsatisfactory" to student needs.

Justice said that people need to realize the obstacles which must be overcome to provide a stage show. The work under the banner of a very limited number of dates for which shows can be booked is said to be difficult.

The Arena is a multipurpose building and its classes for practice and for many major athletic events. This season, it was open Friday and Saturdays, especially from September to December, said Justice.

Justice said that most people have a major influence on the student groupings. The Arena tries to keep these groups afloat, but when the prices some groups are charging would have the Arena to charge much higher ticket prices. He said that students, in general, are interested in what type of show the campus community desires.

I would hope the committee would encourage a few groups with free tickets to be on campus, said Justice.

The selection and booking itself shows that there are many groups, said Justice, because of the limitations of membership on the board. It is possible for us to get a free group in the future and whenever the opportunity to contract for programs is presented.

What kind of chance would we have to book a show if I lied to say, "Look, I'd like you back in a week or 10 days after my committee meets," he said.

Justice said he has received the names of students rejected by student body president George Camille to serve on the advisory committee. It will probably meet some time next week, he said.

The Arena programming should be responsive to the entire community, and not merely to students, Justice said.

Justice said he would not ask for it, but students whenever he has the opportunity in order to determine how they feel about certain performers and types of shows.

Justice noted that the Arena has presented such performers as Bill Cosby, Simon and Garfunkel, the Temptations, the Fifth Dimension, Bob Hope, Nancy Wilson, Four Tops, Blood, Sweat and Tears, Chaplin, Johnny Cash and the Carpenters.

"What more do you want?" he asked.

The audience said there is a vast amount of entertainment on this campus. He mentioned Shriver Auditorium as an alternative to the Arena for scheduling events, and that the Arena could be practically filled.

There are a number of really fine performers at $5,000 to $10,000 range, and we'd like it as well as Shriver, he said.

He mentioned Duke Ellington, John Denver, Roberta Flack and the Ramsey Lewis Trio as performers in that category, with some groups who can convince the student activities office that they have the financial capabilities to sponsor a show could conceivably be used at Shriver or elsewhere.

Alome organizations such as the campus political parties and the student government sponsored Arena stage shows, but they were unable to provide a continuous and balanced entertainment program with the funds that were available to them, he said.

House rejects welfare residency bill

SPRINGFIELD. (AP) - The Illinois House has refused to consider legislation requiring welfare recipients to live in the state for one year before receiving payments, as recommended by the Illinois House.

The bill was sponsored by Rep. Roy Brown (D-Chicago) and was introduced in January. It would require all new recipients of public assistance payments to be in the state for a "drop in the face to the poor."

It is one of a number of bills that had been introduced but not considered before the House adjourned for the session.

The bill was introduced by Rep. Roy Brown (D-Chicago) and was introduced in January. It would require all new recipients of public assistance payments to be in the state for a "drop in the face to the poor."
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For information 24 hours a day just call 453-2121

By University News Services

What’s the most dreaded telephone number on campus? Without a doubt, it’s 453-2121. For faculty and staff information 24 hours a day, for student information after 5 p.m. and until 8 a.m., for departmental or supplemental information to service desks at Thompson Point, Brown Towers and University Park, just pick up any phone and dial University Telephone Exchange. One of the eight vital service workers at the 81 student workers who man the desk 24 hours a day, seven days a week operation will answer "University." Just who are the unseen faces—those unpraised heroes who come to the rescue when information is needed in a hurry? We like to think of ourselves as an international office. Mrs. Virginia Smith, chief operator of University Exchange, said, "We’ve got one girl from Cuba who uses her language occasionally over the switchboard; one girl from Louisiana; a German girl, minority group and we even have male operators as well," she added. Mrs. Smith admits working with masters in German, recently returning to the exchange after several weeks abroad. The switchboard office, when it was at the Parkinson Lab Building some years ago, all calls on and off campus had to go through the operator then. "I’m amazed at the growth of the switchboard now," she said. "And since the warg freezes, we’re running batches. We’ve got fewer people to handle the same volume of business." She said, however, that the transition has been smooth, just as she had thought possible. Mrs. Smith is also chief operator for the VPI exchange. According to her, there are at least 3,500 lines on the VPI campus. Both exchanges are operated by Auxiliary and Service Enterprises on the Carbondale campus.

Visiting minister will speak Sunday

The Rev. Max Gaedcke minister of the First Unitarian Society of Madison, Wis., will speak Sunday on "A Death in the Family: An Unheard Drama." Gaedcke will be the guest speaker at the 10:30 a.m. non-sectarian services of the Unitarian Fellowship in the meeting hall.

Physics students, faculty meet Monday

Physics students will have an opportunity to meet informally with the physics faculty at a Faculty Student Tea to be held 4-6 p.m. Monday in Room A of the Student Center. According to a spokesman for the physics department, which is sponsoring the event, the purpose is promotion of better communication between the faculty and students. The spokesman said the event has been held for the past two or three years. He expects it to have a casual, party type atmosphere with people going and coming as they like. All of the physics faculty are expected to attend, he said, adding that students in physics classes will be invited and invitations will be sent to physics majors.
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Convo rated ‘adults only’ marionette show planned

The Arena will be joint "adults only" at 1 p.m. Thursday when co-
sultation presents Lieder's International of the weekly program.
Lieder's International is an adult
marionette concert for "people who don't like puppets.
Solo marionettist Daniel Lieder will be in his forty year world tour.
The company of Lieder's International is composed of 800 lavishly
ornamented puppets.
Lieder appears frequently as a guest artist, a solo marionettist
with leading symphony orchestras. The marionette has taken its place
on stage in the new strings instrumentation in the new art, which
Lieder has labelled "Concert-
aneous.
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IN THE ALLEY BEHIND BONAPARTE'S
Bill requiring registration at home killed

SPRINGFIELD—The Illinois House of representatives Wednesday narrowly defeated a bill which, opponents said, would have prevented students from voting in their college communities by requiring them to register where they are listed as dependents for federal income-tax purposes.

The lower chamber registered 59 votes against the bill, sponsored by Rep. John C. Hare of Detroit, R-Champaign, while 56 members supported it.

The measure required 60 votes for passage.

Rep. Harold A. Kaltz of Chicago charged that there are many college students who remain dependents of their parents while continuing their education, even after they become mature.

"We are saying," Kaltz said to the House, "that because you are economically dependent, we are going to deny you the right to vote.

"Two other bills which spell out alternate methods for county clerks to determine whether to register a student were withdrawn in response after the measure appeared doomed."

The House action came as changes were made in the state that local registrars might attempt to block student registration.

The U.S. Supreme Court has already ruled that a number of states in other states that any substantial barrier is not constitutional.

Reps. Howard W. Carrell of Chicago, Mrs. Robert R. Dyer of Champaign, and Gerald A. Brouder of Bloomington—both Hardinfield—and Reps. will now consider a new bill containing requirements of the original unconstitutional measures.
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Bill requiring registration at home killed.

SPRINGFIELD—The Illinois House of representatives Wednesday narrowly defeated a bill which, opponents said, would have prevented students from voting in their college communities by requiring them to register where they are listed as dependents for federal income-tax purposes.

The lower chamber registered 59 votes against the bill, sponsored by Rep. John C. Hare of Detroit, R-Champaign, while 56 members supported it.

The measure required 60 votes for passage.

Rep. Harold A. Kaltz of Chicago charged that there are many college students who remain dependents of their parents while continuing their education, even after they become mature.

"We are saying," Kaltz said to the House, "that because you are economically dependent, we are going to deny you the right to vote.

"Two other bills which spell out alternate methods for county clerks to determine whether to register a student were withdrawn in response after the measure appeared doomed."

The House action came as changes were made in the state that local registrars might attempt to block student registration.

The U.S. Supreme Court has already ruled that a number of states in other states that any substantial barrier is not constitutional.

Reps. Howard W. Carrell of Chicago, Mrs. Robert R. Dyer of Champaign, and Gerald A. Brouder of Bloomington—both Hardinfield—and Reps. will now consider a new bill containing requirements of the original unconstitutional measures.
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Three colleges given tuition increase funds

SPRINGFIELD, (AP) — The Illinois House unanimously approved and dispatched to the Senate Wednesday a bill turning over to three state universities $1.5 million in money raised through tuition increases this fall.

The action, approved 154-0, follows an unsuccessful move by House Democrats to give the money back to the 40,000 students who paid the tuition increases at Illinois State University, Northern Illinois University and Eastern Illinois University.

The money is actually in the hands of the universities but may not be spent by them for routine operational costs until appropriated by the state government.

Donald A. Hemus, R-Moline, sponsor of the appropriations bill, described the move by Democrats as a "fine public relations move but a dangerous one.

"It is dangerous," said Hemus, because of the draft financial standing of the state and the universities.

The three institutions are the only schools in the state which up tuition
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Campus briefs

A scientific specialist on animal life in caves will give a public lecture Thursday.

Thomas Powell, associate professor of biology at Notre Dame University, will describe "Caves as Evolutionary and Ecological Laboratories" at 7:30 p.m. in Lawrence Hall 312.

Powell is a physiologist who has studied animal adaptation to cave habitats. His research also includes the so-called "cave rhythm" of animals and the salt glands of marine birds. He is co-author of "The Life of the Cave" published in the "Life-Nature" book series.

Two new publications—one on users of parks and recreation in Southern Illinois, the other on properties of buckeye particles—have been issued by the Department of Forestry. Both reports are results of research projects carried on by SIU forestry faculty members and graduate students.

Issued as Department of Forestry Publication No. 6 in the School of Agriculture is "A Look at Visitors to the Parks and Recreational Areas to be Connected by the Proposed George Rogers Clark Scenic Drive in Southern Illinois." Authors are Donald H. McCurry, associate professor, and Glenn R. Marshall of Herrin, former graduate assistant.

Department of Forestry Publication No. 7 is "Properties of All-Hickory Particleboard," written by Ab A. Mosley, associate professor, and former graduate assistant Thomas E. Beason of Herrin, Ill.

Potential threats to our traditional constitutional system which could arise from the increasing establishment of joint projects between states are the subject of a new book, "Inter-State Compacts: A Question of Federalism," which was published by the SIU Press. The author is Marian E. Rodway, professor of government.

The work points out that not one of the signers of the Constitution foresaw the possibilities inherent in interstate compacts for bypassing state governments in order to augment the power of metropolitan areas; great concentrations of dense population which were unknown in 1788. Today these complexes sprawl across municipal, county and state lines and render them in many matters virtually independent of control by either state or its electorysthe compacts can do this, Rodway says, by handing over policy and administration to small bodies of appointed officials who often are unaccountable to the masses of inhabitants.

Two School of Agriculture faculty members have research articles published in current scientific publications.

Gilbert Kromm, associate professor of animal industries, has an article on "Energy Value of Cottonseed Meal for Swine" published in The Journal of Animal Science. Listed as a co-author is Kromm's former graduate student, F. M. Rukey, who assisted in the research at Washington State University.

Appearing in an issue of Florida's Review, a horticultural publication, is an article, "Effectiveness of Quin on Makakilo Fungus" written by GeraldCourts, associate professor of plant industries and horticulturalist. Co-author is Dan E. Schrader, former graduate assistant at SIU and now director of ornamental horticulture programs for the Special School District of St. Louis County. Quin is a plant growth regulating material which Courts and Schrader tested on 18 varieties of poinsettia plants.

School official to speak on integration

By University News Services

Lawrence Martin, superintendent of Carbondale Elementary School District 88, will be the speaker at the 7:30 p.m. Sunday meeting of the Delta Chi Club. Martin will speak on "Integration and Segregation of Public Schools" at the meeting to be held in the Home Economics Lounge.

The Delta Chi Club is composed of student wives who get together to promote activities which will benefit them with experiences in the college curricula in which they will assist their husbands.

Photos of Alternative '71 are needed

Say you have some pictures from Alternative '71? Your pictures are needed for the Nov 17 newspaper supplement for Alternative '72.

Anyone wishing to donate pictures will be given credit in the supplement. All photos must be glossy press.

U. S. foreign policy topic of TV talk

The future of the U.S. foreign aid program will be the subject of a panel discussion at 8 a.m. Friday on WSLV-TV, Channel 3.

Participating in the discussion will be Paul Bethell, professor of philosophy, and John Blyler, assistant director of International Student Services, and Oliver Calc, professor of history.

The program will focus on the recent U.S. Senate rejection of the Nixon administration's foreign aid bill. John Blyler was leader of the foreign aid program.

THANKSGIVING BREAK
Bus To Chicago

Leaves directly from:
TP. Brush Towers & University Park
$18.95 Round Trip
Call 549-1303

ECKERT'S
Country Stores

Western Mall, Carbondale-West Edge of Murdale Shopping Center

OPEN 7 DAYS 'TIL MIDNIGHT

Prices Good thru Saturday, Nov. 6. We Reserve the Right to Limit

ECKERT'S FAMOUS COUNTRY MEATS

CHUCK ROASTS

CENTER CUT $59.95 lb. BLADE CUT 49c lb.

CLUB STEAKS ... $1.19 lb.

STANDING RIB ROAST ... $1.29 lb.

tender BEEF STEW MEAT ... 98c lb. boneless POT ROAST ... $1.29 lb.

COUNTRY GIRL BOLOGNA SPARE 65c lb. SPARE RIBS 59c lb.

by the piece

ICE CREAM

7 up 75c ALL FLAVORS reg. 95c
NEW ERA gal. 69c

SPECIALS

CABBAGE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8c lb.

FLORIDA SWEET EAR CORN ... 3/29c

RED GRAPES (TOKAY VARIETY) . . . . 25c lb. medium

YELLOW ONIONS . . . . 39c/3 lb. bag
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HOMECOMING 1971

Friday November 5, 1971

8:00 p.m.-3:00 a.m. Open House at the Student Center

Ballroom D: Dance featuring Coal Kitchen and the Mackinaw Valley Boys

Roman Room: Dance featuring London Branch and Elkins, Harris and Tamofsky folk group

3rd. Floor: Rock and Roll Revival with Bill Anderson local D.J. from WGGH in Marion.

3rd. Floor: Free BINGO with prizes donated by Local Merchants

Student Center: Free Bowling and Billiards all night

Davis Auditorium Free Movie: "The Seventh Seal" Film classic by Ingmar Bergman 7:30 p.m.

Communications Building Theater: Southern Players present: "The Man Who Came to Dinner" 8:00 p.m. tickets may be purchased at the door.

Saturday November 6, 1971

9:30 a.m. Registration for All Alumni Student Center Ballrooms

10:00 a.m. Parade: starting point at University and College

11:00 a.m. Luncheon and Buffet Student Center Ballrooms

Adults: $2.25

12:00 a.m. Arts and Crafts Sale Northeast lawn of Home Ec. in conjunction with Art Student’s League

1:30 p.m. Saluki’s vs Drake McAndrew Stadium

GENERAL RECEPTION FOR ALL ALUMNI AFTER GAME

STUDENT CENTER BLRMS.

8:00 p.m. Stage Show SIU Arena Featuring the "Carpenters"

8:00 p.m. Student Center Short Subject Comedy Flicks Blrns. A, B & C

Free Movie 7:30 and 10:00 p.m. "Anne of a Thousand Days" starring Richard Burton as Henry VIII

Communications Building Theater: Southern Players present: "The Man Who Came to Dinner" 8:00 p.m. Tickets may be purchased at the box office

Sunday November 7, 1971

AND ON THE SEVENTH DAY SHE RESTED!
Autumn leaves

The beauty of fall on campus was captured by photographer John Lopinot. Pictured is Narcis Wells, a senior in elementary education from Mount Prospect, sitting among the fallen leaves under a tree near Norris Library.

Senate again refuses request

**SMC gets no trip funds**

*By Barry Cleveland Daily Egyptian Staff Writer*

The Senate Student Wednesday refused the second consecutive request to allocate funds to the Student Mobilization Committee (SMC) for a trip to a Chicago antiwar rally. The vote was 17 against, 7 for SMC, originally had requested $200 to fund the proposed trip to Chicago this weekend to attend the National Peace Action Coalition anti-war rally.

The Senate finance committee had recommended that $200 be allocated to the SMC.

Twelve undergraduate representatives were named to the University Senate student representatives to the body: Bill Allinon, John Cantal, Gary Dickson, Carolyn Gandolphi, and Jack Walsh. Also named in the SSMC were Rick Donaldson, Mark Ehrara, John Lapp, David Lappe, Robert Lee, Bill Schriner, and Diane Lee.

Ron Howard, a member of the University Senate Judicial Grievance Committee, presented the proposed rules of conduct and procedure in disciplinary matters to the Senate.

Howard said the rule that will be discussed in open hearings by the committee later this month. Those who desire to testify regarding the code should submit their request in writing by Nov. 10 to Steven Wadsby, associate professor of government. Hearings will be Nov. 13, Nov. 16, Nov. 20, and Dec. 1.

Howard said the code contains several sections which might be objectionable to students. He urged those with reservations about the code to contact Wadsby in order to School prayer opponents gain ground

WASHINGTON: Opponents of the school prayer ammendment are gearing ground in the final days before Monday's House vote, but neither side is eager to predict victory.

Spokesmen for both sides said Wednesday's opponents of the amendment are picking up strength from southerners who previously supported it or were undecided.

And House Speaker Carl Albert, who has announced his opposition and said he thinks it will fail,

In the past week, several to some groups has reversed itself and Congressmen who once supported it are pressing our code said Stuart Jones, a Washington who is helping lead the anti-amendment forces.

There is some indication, come to an aide to Rep. John B. Bowers, R-Ala., a supporter of the proposal.

A two-thirds majority of yes votes among those present and voting is necessary to approve the amendment.

Four posts in judicial system get approval

(Continued from page 1)

The first provisions deals with the establishment of a Community Court Review Board. The CCBR would act as an appellate body within the judicial system. The members of the CCBR would be appointed by the Senate with the advice and consent of the Senate, the Senate. The CCBR would consist of two undergraduates, a graduate student, a general faculty member, a member of the administrative staff, and a non-academic member of the administrative staff.

Members of the CCBR would elect a chairman each year. During this nomination, each must be a member of the CCBR. The CCBR would then select a chairman from among the members of the CCBR. The CCBR would also meet to consider the appointment of the chairman.

Second, the post of hearing officer would be created. There would be, however, no officer, but to each number has been provided for the position. The officers would be independent of the CCBR. They would be appointed by the Senate and confirmed by the Senate, and the Senate would be responsible for the selection of the officer.

The function of the officer would be to hear cases and make recommendations to the Senate.

Wadsby urged that all people wishing to speak before the committee should be prepared to testify.

The hearings are scheduled for Nov. 3 at 2:30 p.m., Nov. 7 at the Senate Library Auditorium, 7:30 a.m. Nov. 8 at Edwards Hall, 7:30 a.m. Nov. 12 at Gruenwald Hall and 7:30 p.m. Dec. 1 at the Senate Library Auditorium.

Teachers file complaint about faulty ventilation

The Illinois chapter of the American Federation of Teachers (AFT) has received a complaint from the Carbondale Federation of University Teachers (CFUT) concerning the problems of heat and ventilation in the UIU buildings.

Jonathan Selden, president of the AFT, said Wednesday that the teachers may vote the Board of Trustees concerning the problem at Norris. Selden said.

The heat wave and the ventilation problem is indirectly caused by a dispute between the University and the Mine Workers which has caused the University to be concerned about coal reserves. In efforts to avoid using the coal one air conditioning before the cold weather arrives, chilled air has been cut off in UIU buildings.

A letter has been sent to President Robert C. Lauer and the Board of Trustees concerning the problem at Norris, Selden said.

The letter's closing line reads, "The heat temperature has lowered, but the air is stale," Selden said.

THE LOGAN HOUSE

911 E. 11th Murphyboro

(-across from Courthouse 3 mi. from I-65)

FREE SNACK

WE SPECIALIZE IN:

STEAKS

CHOPS

SEAFOODS

FEATURING LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

10:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.

SATURDAY COCKTAIL LOUNGE

DINING FROM 11:00 a.m.

RESERVATIONS: 684-2191

SINCE 1844
AAUP hears U-Senate’s ex-president

By Richard Lorenz
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

The former president of the University Senate said that, while the U-Senate still has weaknesses, it is in a major breakthrough that it exists at all.

William Simoneone, the U-Senate’s first president, told a luncheon gathering Tuesday of the American Association of University Professors (AAUP) that he sees five weaknesses in the Senate’s eminence, nonexistence of the Senate by parts of the University community, lack of statutory security for the Senate, unequal contribution of the members, and lack of Senate control in membership selection.

Despite these weaknesses, Simoneone said, the Senate has attained a degree of success. “First of all, it exists. After 1979 and all the controversies surrounding its formation, it is almost amazing that it is still here,” he said.

Simoneone added that the Senate has acted on such controversial matters as the renovation of McAnaw Stadium, the reorganization of the Daily Egyptian newspaper, and the Illinois Board of Higher Education’s request for a priority listing of campus programs. “The Senate has been an open forum for divergent groups,” said Simoneone. He said he tried to conduct his administration in such a way that the Senate was not a staged organization.

Speaking about the future of the Senate, Simoneone said, “I am hopeful, but not overwhelmingly optimistic. It depends upon the viability of the Senate.”

Under viability, Simoneone listed four necessities. First, he mentioned the need for credibility for an issue that is acceptable with the Senate, including the Board of Trustees. Simoneone also asked that the Senate receive a guarantee in writing about its existence. He said the administration must get involved in the input to the Senate. Finally, he asked for the acceptance of the Senate by the community.

Thomas Pace, the chairman of the Faculty Council, spoke about the problems the council has had to overcome after the creation of the U-Senate. “We have been told from various groups, not just the faculty,” said Pace, “that this has caused us to broaden our base.”

Pace emphasized his and Leo Shively’s work in determining the composition of the Undergraduate Education Policy, Faculty, Campus and Welfare, and General Studies joint standing committee of the U-Senate. Shively is the chairman of the Graduate School Council.

In dealing with problems facing the Faculty Council, Pace said the council was going to discuss such matters as the Community Conduct Code, an individual code for the faculty, a pass-fail system of grading and a three-year baccalaureate degree.

Shively said there are four reasons for the effectiveness of the Graduate School Council. They are the relationship of the graduate dean and the council, the well-defined role of the council, the acceptance of the council by the administration, and the building legislation that was formed by the council, he said. “We now have more control and uncertainty,” said Shively. “There are due to the relationship of the council with the U-Senate and the movement of some of the council’s votes onto the Senate.”

Shively specifically mentioned the Graduate Education Policy and Research Policy joint standing committee of the Senate.

“We have been trying to get all the traditional functions of the council to go with the senate,” Shively said. “The problems have begun to erode.”

Concerning the major problems facing the council, Shively said the question of new school and college. He singled out the medicine and law schools, plus the proposed College of Human Resource and Development.

Texas students get legal help

HOUSTON (AP) — Lawrence R. Wayne is the University of Houston’s first legal counselor for students. Wayne advised students on problems such as loans and rent deposits, consumer relations, auto repairs costs, installment payments, employment and court procedure.

Because of legal restrictions, Wayne, a human law graduate, will not represent students in court or perform actual written legal services.

Join the Nationwide CLOTHING - FOOD & MONEY DRIVE

Donations will be accepted 10:00am - 6:00 pm

FRIDAY - in the Student Center
SATURDAY - at the Student Christian Foundation at Grand & Illinois

Help the Black Community in their struggle for human dignity.
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Pakistani villagers live on boiled roots

BARISAL, East Pakistan (AP) — In the river-laced paddies still around the port city of Bhairab, a small village, farmers, are boiling the roots of wild celery and eating them as a way of staving off hunger.

In contrast to government reports of plentiful food in the region, the evidence of hunger is all too visible.

The United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization said it had released 50,000 tons of barley for distribution in October but only 8,000 tons had actually arrived in the area.

The United Nations said it was still trying to reach remote villages.

In Barisal, a town with a population of about 57,000, about 60,000 people were reported without food and 10,000 people were reported to be on the brink of famine.

Residents of the town said they would continue to eat the roots of wild celery as their only source of food.

"We are in great difficulty," said a resident. "We have no choice but to eat whatever we can find."

SIPC officer recall petitions still circulating

Petitions calling for the recall of Senator James G. Philbin, a Democrat, are still circulating in the state of Illinois.

The petitions were filed by residents of the state who are dissatisfied with the way Mr. Philbin has handled Senate business.

The Illinois Senate is currently in session and a vote on whether to recall Mr. Philbin is expected later in the week.

Demos, GOP both claim victories

WASHINGTON (AP) — Democrats and Republicans were claiming victory in the midterm elections that resulted in the largest turnout in history.

Voters turned out in record numbers to cast their ballots in the elections, which were seen as a referendum on President Jimmy Carter's leadership.
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IGA TABLERITE  U.S. CHOICE
Chuck Roast
CENTER CUT  59c

FRESH  Family Pack 4-Lbs. or more
GROUND BEEF  59c

IGA TABLERITE — BONELESS
Boston Roll Beef Roast  98c
IGA TABLERITE
Chuck Steaks  69c
IGA TABLERITE  Family Pack
Pork Steaks  59c
OUR NATURE'S BEST
Sliced Bacon  2 lb. $1.08

ALL PURPOSE
Red Potatoes  20 lb. Bag  59c

GOLDEN RIPE
Bananas  Pound  10c
FLORIDA
Ruby Red Grapefruit  Each  10c

BLADE CUT  49c

Prices on this ad good until Saturday night Nov. 6, 1971

16 oz. Bottles
Coca Cola
8 Bottle Carton  69c
plus Deposit

1-lb. CARTON
Cottage Cheese
8 oz. Tubes
Biscuits  3 for 19c
IGA TABLE RITE
ICE CREAM
Full
Gallon  89c
IGA TABLE FRESH
MEDIUM EGGS
3 Dozen $1.00

Boren's Foodliner
606 E. GRAND
LEWIS PARK VILLAGE MALL
- and - 1630 W. MAIN
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES.
Cairo boycott termed economic disaster

By Cordell Miller Jr.
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

The boycott of white-owned businesses in Cairo has made the southern Illinois city a focal point for both the local and national news. The boycott, initiated by women, is a protest against the harassment by white vigilantes and is designed to achieve the things that can be accomplished through dialogue.

Page recently spoke at SIU, giving his view of the situation surrounding the boycott and its history. The 25-year-old United Front worker stated that some kind of understanding between the groups needed in the city for over 40 years. "Black people have been harassed here for as long as I can remember," he said.

Page said the situation in Cairo began to worsen in 1987 when a black veteran, who had been arrested on AWOL charges was found hanged in his cell a few days later.

Three are defeated

Women score 8 political victories

By the Associated Press

Women candidates have lost mayoral races in Boston and San Francisco, but in smaller cities, winning contests for mayoral offices continue.

In Boston, U.S. Rep. Louise Day Hicks, an outspoken foe of school busing who sees her district as the "people's candidate," was defeated Tuesday by Assistant District Attorney for 14 years to ousted Mayor Kevin H. White.

And in San Francisco, Daniel Feinstein, president of the Board of Supervisors and the first black elected to the role of mayor, was defeated by incumbent Mayor Joseph Alioto.

Pacific people here are constantly being attacked by city and state police, the White Klan and the Fill through collaboration. They said it was United States Attorney Peyman Berbick who organized the vigilante White Hat group, and Page said "It was learned later that the vigilantes were local merchants and city officials. When this was found out we decided that we couldn't let anyone do violence to anyone or do violence to anyone if we were going to try to kill them," said Page. According to Page, "the whites in Cairo feel that a breakdown in law and order is a bunch of nuggets running wild in the streets attacking whites." Actually, it's just the opposite. This can be seen by observing the people who are doing all of the attacking," he said. "Black people here are constantly being attacked by city and state police, the White Klan and the Fill through collaboration."
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Premier performance scheduled for Friday

The Southern Players production of Kaufman and Hart's "The Man Who Came to Dinner" will premiere Friday in the first of four performances on consecutive weekends. November 4 and 11 at the University Theater at the Communications Building.

First produced in New York in 1939, the play was an instant success. Though it was rumored that the play was patterned after, and indeed, was semi-autobiographical, the vehicle for the wit and cringe, Alexander Woollcott, a critic in New York with Monte Woolley playing the leading role of Sherryan Whiteman. In the Southern Players presentation, under the direction of Archibald Mitchell, Kay Krud plays the leading role.

The cast consists of the Cougars and the Whiteman's, St. Louisans "who have been home for a while," according to the program. The cast consists of the following:

The Southern Players Repertory Company has scheduled its shows on November 3 and 4 at the University Theater. The show is free to the students who are members of the Southern Players in their campus program.

Dancers perform

two show finales

The Southern Repertory Dance Company, under the direction of W. Clay, will give its final performance of "Shhh! At the Chamber" at 3 p.m. Sunday. The performance will be in the Auditorium.

Comes to mind that W. Clay has announced his departure of the company.

The Southern Repertory Dance Company has cancelled its shows on November 3 and 4 at the University Theater. The show is free to the students who are members of the Southern Players in their campus program.
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Change is overdue

AAUP seeks to update laws

By Pat McGurk
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

The American Association of University Professors, based in Washington, D.C., issued a resolution asking the administration to issue an update of the Handbook of Procedures and Standards of Governing Bodies, which was published in 1973.

"Though the 1973 edition will be acceptable shortly," the resolution states, "This does not erase the fact that during five turbulent years, when many changes in regulations were being made, the people most affected by them were very poorly informed of the changes." The resolutions calls for an annual publication of both the board bylaws and the Faculty Handbook to be distributed in the fall, containing all changes and amendments plus a list of pending changes and additions.

The resolution also asks that following each statement in the documents the date which the statement was adopted should appear.

During the twelve-month year, the administration should notify affected people of changes and additions by mail.

All changes and additions should be published verbatim in a prominent page in the student newspaper or newspapers, so that a way of attracting attention, as the University Senate does in its minutes, is stated.

The resolution concludes by asking that all appropriate means to notify people affected by the changes be taken, such as distribution to newspapers and broadcast media.

Nixon's advisor warns against atomic blast

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Nixon's top environmental advisor warned, in a speech delivered in public Wednesday, that a planned living-margin atomic blast on Anticrake Island, located in the Atlantic, could set off a chain of earthquakes like a line of falling dominos and ultimately send a total wave across the Pacific Ocean.

Environment groups seeking a court injunction to halt the blast told the U.S. Court of Appeals that the Atomic Energy Commission, in blessing such hazards, had deliberately omitted data, adverse views from its public environmental impact statements.

The AEC announced, meanwhile, that it has re-scheduled the blast for Nov 4 at 5 p.m.

At the same time, the AEC made public four government documents previously made available only to attorneys for the seven environmental groups headed by the Committee for Jesus gets modern charm stistles
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Jesus gets modern charm stilles
Art students hold weekly flea market

Some real soul-searching has to be involved in selecting a chocolate brownie, a lithograph or an old banjo. This decision, along with other varied experiences, may be made at the St. Louis Art Students League Flea Market.

The weekly bazaar features everything from freshly baked goods and second-hand clothes to original paintings and hand-made jewelry.

"Anyone with something to sell is welcome to bring it," Gretchen Brown, a sophomore majoring in art and a member of the art league, said.

Live entertainment, such as student bands and dance teams, will be featured every week.

The flea markets have been held on the quadrangle in a different location every week.

Kramer presides in the role of king of the flea market under the titles of "magician," "clown," "horse rider" and "entertainment coordinator," to name a few.

The flea market is open to art lovers across the nation.

Navajos learned from others

The Navajos have been influenced by almost every other tribe or race.

Navajos from different tribes have been known to travel long distances to sell their wares at the flea market.

Navajos have also sold their wares at other local markets.

Visitors to play Vietnamese music

Three Vietnamese musicologists will conduct a seminar on their native music this Friday at Ballroom A of the Student Center.

The three—tran Van Khe, Nguyen Van Quoc and Pham Hue—are visiting professors working with the University's ethnomusicology research program.

A general survey of the musical traditions of Vietnam will be presented at the morning session, 9-11:30. A detailed discussion of Vietnamese music structure, heritage, deviations and current trends and developments will be featured from 1:30 to 4:00. Musical performances will be presented.

A concert will be presented at 7:30 Friday evening in the Home Economics Auditorium.

The St. Louis Art Students League and the University's ethnomusicology research program are jointly sponsoring the symposium.
New ordinance set

Anti-burning laws to be enforced

John Yow, acting Carbondale code enforcement director, said Monday that violations of city anti-burning laws will be strongly enforced.

The City Council passed the laws regarding trash collection in May 1971. The ordinance states that no person, firm, or corporation can burn leaves, trash or any other combustible material except in approved incinerators.

The Illinois Environmental Protection Agency proposed the new ordinance, stating that burning leaves, trash and other materials add to pollution.

You said there are three conditions in which fires will be allowed: a fire set by a public official, such as a fireman giving a demonstration; a fire set for the public, as in recreational or bonfire situations and outdoor cooking fires. The penalty for violating this ordinance is a fine of not less than $5 and not more than $100 or in any of these three conditions.

Here's the job list for next week

University Placement Service has announced the following on-campus job openings for next week. Positions, except for appointments, stop in the office in Manier Hall, section A, on the third floor. Asterisk indicates U. C. citizenship required.

Monday, Nov. 8
HYSTER COMPANY. Proctor, 15. Engineering area for machine and part processing. Accountant for accounting analysis work Degree (Engineering, Accounting). Arthur Young & Company. CPA. Professional staff positions for CPA firm. Same direct assignments available in tax department. Position will be interviewing for St. Louis. Chairman personally all of the domestic offices. Foreign nationals may be considered for positions in their home country. Degree accounting.

Tuesday, Nov. 9
H. HEINZ CO. Maryland Heights, M. Sales-Sales management. Master's in business administration, economics and liberal arts.

CONSOLIDATED COAL CO. Division of Continental Oil Co. Houston. Tax majors B.S. minimum in accounting and clinical engineering.

INDIANA FARM BUREAU COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION. Indianapolis, Ind. Accounting, agriculture and business administration majors for positions in the following: plant food fieldman, training to learn the specific job of food technologist and to move to a food technologist position. Petroleum and accounting have training programs available.

BURROUGHS WELLWORTH CO. PA/IV, Philadelphia, Pa. Pharmaceutical sales. All majors (some background preferred).

Wednesday, Nov. 10
PRICE WATKINS & COMPANY. CPA's, St. Louis Public accounting. Degree accounting.

REED & COMPANY. Chicago. Data processing administrative training program will lead to a first assignment in a programming position for computer science majors who are interested in data processing regardless of major but would prefer those who have had an academic exposure and background or technological experience in the field. All positions are in Chicago.

Thursday, Nov. 11
CONTINENTAL ILLINOIS NATIONAL BANK & TRUST COMPANY OF CHICAGO. Chicago. Continental would like to discuss employment possibilities with graduates who are interested in one of the following areas: auditing, bond, commodity banking, comptroller, computer services, international banking, investments, management and personal banking. Majors to be interviewed: BS, BA, MS, MBA in Business. Finance, economics, liberal arts, management, accounting, operations research.

Job Interviews

PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO. CPA's. St. Louis Accountants for CPA firm.

SCHUMBERGER WELL SERVICES. Whitehall, III. Mechanical engineers, electrical engineers and petroleum engineers for running electrical and radioactive surveys in oil and gas wells. Degree mechanical engineering, electrical engineering and petroleum engineering.

TEXACO, INC. Houston. Tax accounting major. BS, MS, PhD. Producing applies knowledge to the discovery of new oil and gas reserves by interpreting surface and subsurface information. Prepares surface and subsurface maps. Recommends prospective areas and is responsible for the location of exploratory wells and for the evaluation of formations penetrated. Bachelor's will be encouraged to continue higher education. (Ask recruiter about Texaco's tuition and plan.) Excellent opportunities for majors and doctorates. Degree in geology (BS, MS, PhD).

Friday, Nov. 12
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE.
Colllegium Musicum sings ancient music Saturday

By University News Service

The first performance in 250 years of a 16th century cathedral choral work will be given Saturday by the Collegium Musicum, according to John Roe, director for the group of ancient music devotees.

The work was written for Tenoros of Holy Week in Mexico City about 1550 and was recently discovered by Steven Barwick, musicology, who transcribed the Graces composition from Mexican church books now at Newberry Library in Chicago and edited it for this performance, Roe said.

The program, to be presented at 8 p.m. in the Luthern Student Center chapel, also will include Renaissance music from Spain and Italy, played by recorder consort, as well as vocal works by William Byrd, Schütz, and J.S. Bach.

Solutions for the Bach Cantata No. 86 (Actus Triumpi) will be performed by the choral ensemble, conducted by Rolf Benney, choirmaster. Joining the consort will be soprano Elaine Rumm, Geoffrey also, and Joyce Bogen of Caroleen, IL, Baritone.

Soprano Linda Venneker Collegium, Breadford, WI, and Misha Mayer of Chicago will be featured and the vocal ensemble will be augmented by recorders and viols in the Willard room.

SEU's Collegium Musicum was founded in 1965 by Wesley K. Meggitt, then professor of musicology, and have conducted the organization ever since. The annual fund raiser is held each year as a craft sale.

The sale will be held Sunday from noon to 5 p.m. in the gymnasium area between the Home Economics Building and University Center.

Stereo sale.
A good excuse to come in and hear how much better we sound.

Sale $139
Plus 7.42 supplemental duty
Reg $156.95 Save 20.95
Plus 7.42 supplemental duty
Penncrest* 5 pc. system component system Solid state tuner amplifier. Easy to use. Controls. BSR disc changer. Pick up tape system. with pushbutton, hammer selector.
Four speaker system

Sale $199
Plus 10.65 supplemental duty
Reg $229.95
Plus 10.65 supplemental duty
Penncrest* 5 pc. component system has stereo 8 track record playback. Tuner. amplifier. Two speaker speakers.

Sale $89
Plus 4.72 supplemental duty
Reg $99.95 Save 10.05
Plus 4.72 supplemental duty
Penncrest* 3 pc. component system tuner. amplifier. and two speakers in woodgrain plastic finish.
BSR four changer.
Sales prices effective through Saturday.

Sale $179
Plus 8.75 supplemental duty
Reg $199.95 Supplemental duty
Plus 8.75 Supplemental duty
Penncrest* 3 pc. system component system with 6 track cassette recorder. Tuner. amplifier. record changer. speakers.

JCPenney
The values are here every day.

New Store Hours
Monday thru Saturday 9:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. 
Sunday 12:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Roller derby’s violent world debuts at Arena Nov. 16

By Pat Namman
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Gene Moyer, publicity man for the roller derby, fires answers about the sport, while team members battle out their answers to the rock-em, sock-em action in the Arena at 8 p.m. on Nov. 16. (All action except center) skates through a double block set up by Larry Smith (left) and Cliff Butler of the Jukes.

Roller derby’s violent world debuts at Arena Nov. 16

Rock’em, sock’em

Gene Moyer, publicity man for the roller derby, fires answers about the sport, while team members battle out their answers to the rock-em, sock-em action in the Arena at 8 p.m. on Nov. 16. (All action except center) skates through a double block set up by Larry Smith (left) and Cliff Butler of the Jukes.
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Swimmers looking forward to Michigan meet

By Erle Schertzel
Daily Egyptian Sports Writer

If the SIU swimming team owned a calendar, the day Dec. 10 would probably be circled in big red letters for it's on that day the swimmers will begin the dual meet portion of their season against a team they want to beat so badly they can taste it, Michigan.

The Illinois State Relays, which the Salukis have won the past three years, precedes the meet with the Wolverines, but the focus of training Salukis is in Michigan plus the Olympic trials in Chicago is in the spring.

"We felt that we have some swimmers that could make that Olympic team," said coach Ray Enock.

But that's all a season away - the business at hand is in Ann Arbor. Last season, SIU enter within a long arm's reach of beating the Wolverines at the University School Pool, 56-55 and Enock says more of the same can be expected when the two squads tangle in Ann Arbor.

"We're expecting the same kind of meet Dec. 10," he said, "we will have to be very, very good. They have improved and we will be improved too."

An indication of how much the meet with Michigan means to the swimmers is the start of double practice sessions. In previous years the grueling workouts have started later this year they started Nov. 1.

"The significant thing," said Enock in the meet with Michigan gives us a great means to be motivated.

"Instead of looking to mid-season for motivation we can look at the first dual meet."

Another reason, Enock says, for the double sessions is a natural scheduling. With the swimmers forced into following the Wolverine schedule, the next meet, a dual contest with Wisconsin at Carbondale is slated for Jan. 7, and that's a long time between competitions. If any further motivation is needed later in the season the swimmers should be able to get it from the likes of Ohio State and Indiana who they swim against on consecutive weekends.

Southern Illinois nationally rated Ohio State last season in a home dual meet, 63-56 and Enock is expecting a harder time repeating when the Salukis travel to Colum-

bus, Jan. 22.

Following the Buckeyes comes the powerhouse of collegiate, club and world swimming powers - Indiana, complete with Mark Spitz, and John Kinsella. Southern back in Indiana last year just like everybody else did. But in doing so, Enock's charges totaled more points off the Hoosiers than anyone, 46-46.

"I'm not saying we have the guys who can beat Kinsella and Spitz, but we do have the people who, if they click, can catch them no harm," Enock said.

One of the swimmers that could do some "jumping" in freshman freestyler Pat Miles who last year was the fastest high school freestyler in the country.

Miles is a member of the U.S. Pan American games team that cleans up on all the competition in South America and was coached by Enock. Miles held a good third in South America breaking the games record in the 1500 meters by over 12 seconds with a clocking of 14:32.8 He could square off against Ken-

na, 1964 Olympic and world record holder. The Saluki home schedule will be completed Feb. 11 against what Enock calls an improved team from Northwestern. One of the reasons for the Wildcat's improvement is back in color from Colorado.

Phillips is no stranger to Enock. The highly sought after distance mail was recruited last spring by team to decide to go to NU instead. The plot thickens, as Northwestern's

Saluki swimming schedule

Jan. 16

Feb. 11

Mar. 31

Apr. 14

Northern Illinois

University of Wisconsin

Ohio State

Illinois and

NORTH-WESTERN

Indiana State

The schedule in its entirety
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ratings and forecast

Northern Illinois A"St. Paul A"Illinois

New York A"Michigan A"Ohio State A"Indiana

Tampa A"Florida A"Georgia A"Miami

University of Wisconsin A"Iowa

Iowa State A"Minnesota A"Northwestern A"Purdue

Illinois State A"Indiana State A"Purm.

Ohio State A"Michigan A"Iowa A"Minnesota

Alabama A"South Carolina A"Florida A

Georgia A"Kentucky A"Tennessee A

Louisiana A"Texas A"Arkansas A

Arizona A"Colorado A"U.N.M.

Arizona State A"Southern Cal.

Colorado State

The numbers in the three box columns are the ratings for the teams in each of the conferences.

University of Minnesota - A 19, B 2, C 15

Saturday Nov. 1 - Major College,

Other Games - East

University of Nebraska - A 18, B 3, C 16

Northern Illinois - A 17, B 4, C 14

Other Games - Midwest

University of Wisconsin - A 20, B 1, C 18

Michigan State - A 15, B 5, C 13

Other Games - Southeast

Pennsylvania State - A 16, B 6, C 12

Pittsburgh - A 14, B 7, C 11

Other Games - West

(A) National Champions. (B) Conference Champions. (C) Bowl Champions.

"Letters we get letters. We did it the first time it was written to our ratings of our Top Twenty teams. To explain our power quotient, our power quotient is the number of games we won and lost. This is nothing more than the average of games played by each team. Each of the 46 football teams that we follow receive one at the top of the list 1 point for each conference game won and two for championship games for example: Jan. 1st, No. 1 another for each of the next 10 teams. Although this remains unchanged, our power quotient fluctuates from week to week.

"We are a barometer that reflects the climate of the morale of the American people, for example, from regularly establishing a strong enough power rating.

"As in the case of Southern California, ranked 14th, a strong enough power rating in the conference plus a conference title is very strong.

"Other Games - Midwest"

"Other Games - Southeast"

"Other Games - West"
Top weekend games shouldn't be 'upsetting'

By Bill Grimes
AP Special Correspondent

NEW YORK (AP) — Nebraska's lackluster performance against Michigan continued this run of unimpressive victories that will interest the Crimson Tide facing the greatest danger of a upset.

Johnny Musso still brings the Tide through in a tight one. Upset voters were costly last week, as we called the Mississippi win over LSU.

Alabama 17, Louisiana State 14
The Tigers' tough defense shows Alabama's triple-option.

Nebraska 31, Iowa State 13
Kell is the Cornhuskers' color — and now it's the color of the prognosticator who picked Colorado.

Washington 26, California 12
After a mid-sized slump, Scary Scholz is on the warpath again.

Ohio State 14, Michigan State 9
A rugged defensive duel with the Buckeyes throttling the Spartans.

Georgia 31, Florida 7
Tough times come hard for fans of the Gators, who find an answer for the Gators' Carolina defense.

Northwestern 28, Minnesota 7

Texas 35, Baylor 6
The gap between the Longhorns and their Southwest rivals is getting smaller.

Notre Dame 30, Pittsburgh 17
Surprising Pitt always plays a good game against the Fighting Irish.

Air Force 34, Oregon 20
It's not hard for the Air Force to get high in Colorado Springs' altitude.

Princeton 20, Harvard 20
The Tigers have averaged more than 25 points in their last three games.

Stanford 31, UCLA 18: The Indians shouldn't have trouble until they play California in 'The Game' Nov. 26.

Cage officials sought for IM

The Intramural Office is in need of students to serve as intramural basketball officials, according to Larry D. Schiavone, intramural coordinator.

The officials will be employed through the Student Work and Financial Assistance Office. They are required to attend three of finals meetings and pass a written test prior to being assigned to.
Come on down

The name of the game is to get yardage two means or the ground or through the air. Although the air is usually environs of Thomas Thompson (320) after a handoff from Brad Franszoo (11) averaged to take of the land approach seemed im-

practical. (Photo by Nelson Brooks)

Tower stands by strong football program at SIU

By Mike Klein
Daily Egyptian Sports Writer

"I've never been a man for
meditation and I'm not going to be here.

And with that, Dick Towers outlines his attitude about Southern Illinois football.

"I've committed myself to the goal of developing football at SIU to a level where it is accepted by the University community—the administration, students and people of Southern Illinois." the 40-year old Towers said while savoring two beers.

"And if I can't accomplish that goal, we'll leave or step down and let somebody else give it a go."

Anyone who has been around Towers very long knows he is a proud man. He's always been a winner, from his days at Kansas State's Most Inspirational Athlete to 1970 when he was college division District Five Coach of the Year.

And he plans on remaining a winner.

"You've got to win. That's the key to respectability. If I don't win, I don't get paid. I get no raise. Our staff gets no raise."

Winning is something his football team hasn't done its last two outings. bowing before Akron University and then Indiana State.

Of last weekend's loss, he says, "We committed so many mistakes in that damn football game it's ridiculous. Mistake after mistake after mistake."

"After looking at the film, I don't feel half bad. I don't know how we even expected to win. There's no great secret to it all."

And it's no secret Towers hasn't been concentrating 100 per cent on coaching.

"You know what I'm thinking about last Saturday morning? I'm not thinking about Indiana State as much as I should be," he said. "I'm thinking about that stadium (the one he doesn't have) and the administration."

Towers, like his players and many other groups on this campus, is trying to figure out where his program is going. More specifically, where people in power will let it go.

"When we're putting in 80 hours a week, it's got to be accepted and respected or that time is wasted. And I'm not kidding about 80 hours per week."

"It's not fair to those men out there," he said, gesturing toward his coaching staff. "It's not fair that they should have to put in 80 hours a week at a time of the year when most men are with their families."

"Do you think there's a professor here operating 80 hours a week doing research on something the University doesn't want?" Towers asked.

Athletics in general and football in particular have come under attack by student government and President Robert G. Layer in the last 18 months. Both recommended lowering the athletic fee which has remained at $10 per quarter for full-time undergraduate students.

And just last week in a letter to the Board of Trustees, student body President George Camille said, "The members of this Board may live to regret a decision to increase the University's commitment to intercollegiate football, especially in light of the present fiscal realities."

According to Layer, all money necessary for renovating McAndrew Stadium will have been collected by the end of the present academic quarter. Camille's letter also said, "...Southern Illinois is an economically depressed area which is not apt to support high-cost football."

Towers doesn't agree with that, of course, and maintains a successful foot-

ball program is necessary as one avenue to obtaining favorable univer-
sity publicity.

And Southern Illinois needs all the favorable publicity it can get. People still haven't forgotten the May, 1970 riots.

Guns, morning, and...-

The trio of hunters poked along a beaten path, searching with their little flashlights for an open spot in the woods. There was none, a fact they accepted before battling through the underbrush and back. A hunter in his left hand and bag of decoys in his right, the smallest of the trio, was the last to show through the hanging branches, dead logs and swampy underbrush.

I'd never been duck hunting. So this was a carryover from last year's enjoyable experience with my father for a nothing but an expansion of the same.

Wood ducks were the predominant species lying in the early morning fog with a smattering of mallards, small blue herons and Canadian honker geese.

Grove, but no ducks

The fog had not yet begun to rise when the 7:17 a.m. shooting time arrived, an advantage for the trio which knocked down three birds in 30 minutes.

But the smallest of the three hunters, who spent his time kneeling in the chilly woods, had nothing to show for his three shots.

A goose had flown by, nearly close enough to club with his gun, but goose can't be shot in Alexander, Jackson, Williamson and Union counties until Nov. 15. The season opened Oct. 21 for all other Illinois counties.

So the hunter sat down after the fog breaks and two hours later, the trio still had their three birds. The hunter who had bagged nothing crossed the bay and netted nothing there, prospects looking dim until two ducks, both mallards, approached the three hunters from the left.

The two hunters—he had joined his buddy who already had two birds—crouched behind their homemade blind until the ducks were about 30 yards away.

And the winner...

Simultaneously, the hunters rose, taking quick aim. The hunter's buddy dropped one, but the other was only wounded.

The hunter who had crossed the bay pulled hard or the trigger of his double-barrel 12 gauge.

The duck dropped. The safety had jammed and the bird continued up over the tree line. The wounded bird and the hunter's buddy were in a race for the shoreline. They dove as one, the ducks running through water as fast as one can run through mud, deep water with no air.

The duck went into the back in the small, the smallest of the three. He lived. The hunter thought about all the duck food he had, the price of the waterfowl, six dollars for a duck and the licenses and permits at four in the morning. And then I wore.